
Campus Council on Assessment and Learning Meeting 
Mar 15, 9:15 – 11:15am via Zoom 
 
Present: Alex Musselman (chair), Linda Watts, Braxton Goss, Jose Rodriguez, 
Sara Maxwell, Daniel Nyachuba, Leslie Hurst, Sarita Shukla, Stoerm Anderson, 
Kara Adams, Adrian Sinkler  
 
Welcome and Check in  
 
Approval of Minutes  

• Feb 15 minutes approved 
 
Discussion Items 

• GFO EC Meeting Summary – CEL Course Designation Rubric Review 
o Musselman, Adams, Rodriguez presented rubric and next steps to EC on Mar 8 and 

received positive feedback. Rubric approved and ready to move forward 
o Next Steps Discussed:  

▪ Rubric will move into final draft phase and then into implementation  
▪ Concurrently working on student learning outcomes rubric 
▪ Discussion about who will use the rubric  
▪ Conversations happening at UWB and tri-campus levels about procedures  
▪ Adams will be work with EC Chair on how to best operationalize   

 

• Revisit and Discuss Progress on CCAL Charges 
o Reviewed 21/22 CCAL charge letter and discussed where the council is with meeting 

goals for the year 
▪ On track with both charges: 1. Initial School Assessment on the Diversity ULG and 

2. Inventory and Rubric Development on our next ULG  

• In Spring, a group of faculty will be identified to survey for feedback on the 
rubric  

• Working toward deliverables  

•  Lesson’s learned can be incorporated before phase 3 begins  
 

• Review CEL Student Learning Outcomes Rubric 
Jose Rodriguez  

o Institutional rubric that will be used for CCAL assessment work 
▪ Faculty can add levels to this rubric without having to reinvent it  

o Adams working on front end rubric (CEL course designation rubric) and Rodriguez working 
on back end rubric (CEL student outcomes) 

▪ CCAL feedback and CEL course designation rubric were aligned to produce 
current student outcomes rubric  

• If designation rubric changes, outcomes rubric may need to also but those 
changes would be minor  

o In Fall, will be in phase 2 of CEL ULG assessment  
▪ Faculty will identify assignments that reflect CEL ULG  

2021-22 CCAL Membership:  
Alex Musselman (Chair) – STEM rep 
TBD – Business rep 
Sarita Shukla – Education rep  
Charity Lovitt (Linda Watts sub for Oct/Nov) – 
FYPP rep 
Sara Maxwell – IAS rep  
Stoerm Anderson – NHS rep  
Kara Adams – CBLR ex-officio  
Amy Stutesman – DLE ex-officio  
Gina Christian – Std Affairs ex-officio 
Leslie Hurst – T&L/Library ex-officio 
TBD – WCC ex-officio 
Daniel Nyachuba – IR ex-officio  
Adrian Sinkler – IR ex-officio  
Jose Rodriguez – Assessment ex-officio 
Braxton Goss - ASUWB 



▪ Rodriguez will harvest assignments identified by faculty and recruited faculty will 
use rubric to assess assignments to determine if minimum thresholds were met in 
the 4 themes. Do not expect all assignments to reflect all themes 

• Data will be brought to CCAL and phase 3 steps determined such as 
o Work with schools (they may want to take ownership of rubric) 
o Make any needed changes to rubric   

▪  After Fall, will move forward with lessons learned, documenting everything in 
order to be able to share it during mid-cycle review with NWCCU  

• Will not be done assessing all ULGs at that point but will be able to show 
progress toward that goal 

▪ Will reach out to faculty with exemplary CEL as part of their courses (many already 
identified from previous efforts) and identify courses (from all schools) and work 
with Dean, Assoc. Deans, and faculty on assessing 

 
DISCUSSION 

• Concern that wording in minimum threshold section of Application of Skill in Community 
Engagement theme too opaque. Council agreed to change to:  

o Students employ a strategy or approach (by extending knowledge from 
academic/professional theories, practices, etc.) using reflective insight about the 
strategy/approach in community engagement.  

▪ Adams may also change this language on CEL designation rubric also 

• Question as to whether Application of Theory and Application of Skill themes should remain 
separate. Council agreed to keep separate but to change descriptions to ensure each is distinctly 
described   

• Council discussed wording of Just and Equitable Impact theme and opted to remove the language 
“their academic and/or professional theory approaches” 

• Chair explained that while CCAL recognizes that good work is being done outside of courses but, 
to do the charge and jurisdiction of CCAL, the council will only be looking at courses 

• Rodriguez explained that UWB, UWT, and UWS are all working on aligning courses to ULGs 
because UW got dinged on it during last NWCCU visit and were encouraged to work together 

• Discussion as to whether Bloom’s taxonomy levels chosen for minimum thresholds are appropriate 
o Council agreed that the last two themes should be at level 2 (understand)  
o No clear consensus on whether the first two themes should be 3 (apply) or level 2 

(understand) not to which corresponding verbs should be used   
o Concern raised about giving appearance that ideal performance will be captured in written 

text only. There are other activities that can also reflect this.     
 
Musselman noted that the council was unable to reach a consensus on taxonomy levels of the first two 
themes. Council agreed that surveying faculty with the question would be a good next step.  

• Rodriguez will reach out to faculty with a survey. Will include rubric and context 
 
Meeting adjourned 
Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri 
Meeting adjourned 11:00 
The next CCAL meeting is Apr 4, 12:45-2:45pm 


